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Abstract

The intervertebral disc is a multicomposite structure, with an outer fibrous ring, the annulus fibrosus, retaining a gel-like core, the nucleus pulposus. The disc presents complex mechanical behaviour, and it is of high importance for spine biomechanics. Advances in multiscale modelling and disc repair raised a need for new quantitative data on the finest details of annulus fibrosus mechanics. In this work we explored inter-lamella and inter-bundle behaviour of the outer annulus using micromechanical testing and second harmonic generation microscopy. Twenty-one intervertebral discs were dissected from cow tails; the nucleus and inner annulus were excised to leave a ring of outer annulus, which was tested in circumferential loading while imaging the tissue’s collagen fibres network with sub-micron resolution. Custom software was developed to determine local tissue strains through image analysis. Inter-bundle linear and shear strains were 5.5 and 2.8 times higher than intra-bundle strains. Bundles tended to remain parallel while rotating under loading, with large slipping between them. Inter-lamella linear strain was almost 3 times the intra-lamella one, but no slipping was observed at the junction between lamellae. This study confirms that outer annulus straining is mainly due to bundles slipping and rotating. Further development of disc multiscale modelling and repair techniques should take into account this modular behaviour of the lamella, rather than considering it as a homogeneous fibre-reinforced matrix.
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1. Introduction

The intervertebral disc is the key element of spine flexibility; it resists high and diverse mechanical loadings while undergoing large and repeated strains. Disc mechanical behaviour is strongly dependent on its structure: the outer portion, the annulus fibrosus, is a strong ring of fibrous tissue that retains an inner core, the nucleus pulposus, which is gel-like in young, healthy animals and humans. The annulus is itself a composite structure formed of several lamellae, concentric layers containing fibres that are organised into bundles [1] and which are aligned within a lamella and at an angle between adjacent lamellae. When the spinal functional unit is subjected to physiological loading, annulus fibres can undergo high strains (up to 12 %) without apparent damage [2-4].

The micromechanical behaviour of the disc is of particular interest to better understand the aetiology and progression of disc disorders [5]. For instance, disc damage such as herniation and rupture often initiates with delamination and/or the propagation of small cracks [6]. This is driving disc modelling towards multiscale approaches [7], using sophisticated methods to incorporate fine details such as the interaction between fibre bundles. This, in turn, has raised the need for experimental micromechanical data on annulus ultrastructure. Such data are also required to inform the development of techniques of disc repair that aim at integrating a scaffold structure into the tissue [8, 9]; indeed, cell survival and restoration of tissue strength depend on the mechanical compatibility between the engineered scaffold and the living tissue at the microscopic scale. A better knowledge of the latter could potentially help improve the design of these scaffolds.

The micromechanics of the whole disc have been investigated in some detail and a number of studies have focused on the mechanical properties of the annulus in vitro. For instance, uni- and bi-axial tests have been used to determine the stress-strain response of the annulus [10, 11], down to the level of single lamella [12, 13]. Most previous work has, however, inferred the mechanical behaviour of the tissue by tracking cells [14, 15] or markers that were glued or photobleached on the tissue [10, 14-16], or alternatively relied on relatively low resolution tissue tracking (for instance, 0.2 mm² elements [16, 17]).

Second harmonic generation (SHG) is a multiphoton microscopic imaging technique that allows visualization of collagen network. It has been applied to investigate, for instance, cartilage [18, 19], cornea [20], tendon and ligament [21, 22] structure and mechanics, as well as structural disorder in intervertebral disc [23].

The aim of the present work was to describe and quantify the structural responses of the annulus subjected to micromechanical testing by means of SHG imaging, in order, particularly, to provide an insight on the mechanism of inter-bundle and inter-lamella straining.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Sample preparation

Twenty-one intervertebral discs from cow tails were obtained from a local abattoir. Tails were frozen at -20°C on the day of death and thawed overnight before testing (maximal frozen time: 5 months). Functional units were carefully dissected in order to expose the outer annulus fibrosus. The disc was detached from both adjoining endplates and its nucleus and inner annulus were excised to leave a ring of outer annulus of approximately 2 mm radial thickness (Fig.a).
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2.2. Tensile testing

A custom built micro-straining rig adapted from [24] was utilized to test the samples (Fig. a). The rig consists of two micromanipulation stages, each carrying a flat hook 8 mm in height. The sample was mounted on the hooks and the stages were used to move the hooks apart, thus applying circumferential strain to the outer annulus. The horizontal macroscopic strain ($\varepsilon$) of the sample was measured from the displacement of the two stages, with 0.05 mm precision, as engineering strain: $\varepsilon = \varepsilon_{HM} = 100 \ast (L - L_0)/L_0$, where $L$ and $L_0$ are the initial and instantaneous distance between the inner faces of the flat hooks (Fig. 1), respectively. A load cell (LCM201 100N, Omega, Manchester, UK) was placed in series with one of the hooks.

First, a preload of 0.2 N was applied and strain was zeroed. Then the sample was strained in 1 % strain steps until the region of interest (ROI) could not be imaged anymore (see below). The sample was kept moist during the test by surface application of phosphate-buffered saline.

2.3. Multiphoton Imaging

The mechanical testing was performed under a confocal microscope (FluoView 300 and Olympus BX51) fitted with a 10x/0.4NA air objective (Olympus UPlanS Apo). The sample was illuminated with an 810-nm mode-locked femto-second Ti:Sapphire laser (Mira 900-D, Coherent Inc.) with a repetition rate of 76 MHz and a pulse width of 100 fs pumped by a 532 nm solid-state laser (Verdi V10, Coherent Inc.). This excites SHG in the sample, thus allowing visualization of collagen fibres.

Fig.1. (a) Micromechanical testing rig (frontal view of the setup in the inset) and examples from the three sample groups: (b) lamellae with different orientations (Group L), (c) bundles with aligned fibres (Group B) and (d) homogeneous sample with no clear separation between bundles (Group F). Scale bars represent 2 cm in (a) and 100 µm in (b-d). $L_0$ is initial sample length, calculated between the inner faces of the flat hooks.
(Fig.b-d.). SHG was collected in the back-scattered direction using a photomultiplier (R3896 Hamamatsu) and the following combination of dichroic mirrors and filters to separate out the laser fundamental and any fluorescent signal; 670nm long pass dichoric mirror (670dcxr Chroma), blue colour glass filter (CG-BG-39), narrow band pass filter (FF01-405/10 Semrock).

Samples were classed in three groups according to their apparent structure: Group L (Fig.b), for those ROIs where the fibres formed distinct lamellae, Group B (Fig.c), when the fibres were all parallel but formed bundles separated by a space in which no SHG was generated, and Group F (Fig.d), where the ROI showed a uniform array of fibres. In practice, group L (“lamellae”) represents those ROIs where the intersection between two lamellae was visible. In group B (“bundles”), only one lamella was visible, with aligned but clearly delimited and separated bundles of fibres. Group F (“fibres”) is similar to group B but the fibres were evenly distributes across the ROI, so that different bundles could not be clearly delimitated.

Images were acquired at each step of the mechanical test; the acquisition of an 800x600 pixels image (with sub-micron resolution) lasted about 30 seconds. When the ROI rotated out of the imaging plane and could not be imaged anymore, the test stopped.

2.4. Image processing and strain calculation

The centering of the ROI in the picture was improved after the test using ImageJ’s plugin for linear alignment (translation only) with scale invariant features transform [25]; this rigid translation does not affect the strain field.

Custom software was written in Matlab 2014b (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick MA) to obtain a displacement map from each series of images and calculate instantaneous microscopic strains. The first image of the series was divided into square elements which were automatically tracked in the following images by digital image correlation (Supplementary Content 1). The tracking of an element was considered unreliable if the correlation was lower than 0.5 (this values was chosen from preliminary tests); the size of these elements was set as small as possible to optimize reliability for each series of images (resulting between 12.8 and 28.8 µm²). If the correlation was unreliable in more than 2% of the elements after adapting the element size, a 2D Wiener adaptive noise-removal filter was applied and the tracking run again. If the correlation was still unreliable in more than 2% of the elements, the image contrast was enhanced through histogram equalization. Finally, the remaining elements where the correlation failed (now less than 2%) were tracked by minimization of the squared difference between the nᵗʰ and nᵗʰ-1 element grayscale values, thus obtaining correct tracking of all elements. The displacement map was obtained at each frame from the element’s displacement.

Displacements (uₓ and uᵧ for the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively) were filtered with a local quadratic regression to reduce noise (span parameter = 0.5) and obtain smooth derivatives to calculate local microscopic true strains. True linear (εₓ and εᵧ) and shear (τₓᵧ) strain maps were calculated from the displacements at each frame in a coordinate system fixed with the image frame, i.e., x was aligned with the transverse plane and y with the vertical axis of the disc, as follows:

\[ εₓ = \ln \left( 1 + \frac{∂uₓ}{∂x} \right) \]
\[ εᵧ = \ln \left( 1 + \frac{∂uᵧ}{∂y} \right) \]
\[ τₓᵧ = \ln \left( 1 + \frac{∂uₓ}{∂y} \right) + \ln \left( 1 + \frac{∂uᵧ}{∂x} \right) \]
The tracking technique and calculations were validated by measuring strains in a series of images that were artificially strained using GIMP 2.8 (www.gimp.org). The sensitivity to the tracking element size was also assessed.

2.5. Intra- and inter-bundle strain calculations

In addition to local strain maps, four specific strain definitions were introduced to estimate the kinematics of bundles and lamellae: intra- and inter-bundle linear strain, and intra- and inter-bundle shear strain. Intra- and inter-lamella strains (calculated in group L) have the same definition of bundle strains (group B), the main difference being that the segments in group L are at an angle while in group B they are almost parallel. Moreover, the intra-bundle and intra-lamella strains had the same definition and interpretation, i.e. the change of fibres length, so they were pooled to calculate overall averages.

In order to calculate these strains, a segment was defined in each lamella or fibre bundle (Fig. 2, segments AB and CD), aligned with the fibres, in the first image of the series (i.e., at rest). The endings of each segments were linked to the nine closest tracking elements and their position recalculated at each frame to follow the tissue deformation.

Intra-bundle linear strain at the \( n^{th} \) frame was defined as the average true strain of the \( AB \) and \( CD \) segments:

\[
\varepsilon_{\parallel} = \frac{1}{2} \left( \log \frac{A_nB_n}{AB} + \log \frac{C_nD_n}{CD} \right)
\]

This strain represents the change in length of the bundles (or of the lamellae) in the direction of the fibres. Absolute values were calculated to compare strain magnitude regardless whether the fibres were in tension or compression. Inter-bundle linear strain \( (\varepsilon_{\perp}) \) was defined as the true strain of MP projected on MQ, which is orthogonal to AB:

\[
\varepsilon_{\perp} = \varepsilon_{\perp}^{MP} = \left| \log \frac{M_nP_n}{MP} \cos \theta_n \right|
\]
This strain reflects how bundles or lamellae move closer or apart to each other. The projection of MP was used instead of MP in order to avoid an apparent increase of inter-bundle linear strain when the bundles slide against each other. Such movement would lengthen (or shorten) the MP segment but not its projection on MQ.

Intra-bundle shear strain was calculated as the average absolute shear calculated in the fibre direction in the previously described strain map, and measured in the 9 tracking elements closer to each end of the AB and CD segments. This represents the shear strain in the core of the bundle (or lamella). Inter-bundle shear was calculated as the sum of the absolute angular variations between bundles:

\[ \tau_{\perp} = |\tau_{\perp}^{AMP}| + |\tau_{\perp}^{CPM}| \\
= |A_nM_nP_n - AMP| + |C_nP_nM_n - CPM| \\

This shear strain represents the change in angle between bundles (or lamellae). Angles changes were considered as absolute values so that any possible inter-bundle kinematic that could affect those angles would add up to a positive value; in practice, the direction of the shearing is lost but the amounts of shearing are accounted for.

These strains were calculated from the change in length of segments “anchored” to the fibre bundles (or lamellae), and from changes in their relative angles. Therefore, they are independent of the coordinate system.

2.6. Statistics

Correlations between fibre angles and strain were analysed with Spearman’s rank correlation while differences between average strains were analysed with Wilcoxon rank sum test to account for non-normal data. A Kruskal-Wallis test was used to analyse strain differences between groups B, L and F; significance was set at 0.05. Linearity of relationships was analysed by fitting linear approximations to the data and measuring the root mean squared error (RMSE) between the fit and the data.

3. Results

The final macroscopic strain achieved over all specimens was 16.1 ± 8.9 % (ranging between 5 and 32 %). No macroscopic or microscopic failures (i.e., sudden changes in strain or visible tissue ruptures) were observed in any of the specimens even at higher strains; however, in three samples the horizontal microscopic strain decreased sharply before the macroscopic strain reached 5 %, which was taken to indicate failure on a microscopic scale outside the imaging region, and so they were removed from the following analysis.

3.1. Fibres orientation

Fibres had an average inclination at rest of 21.6° ± 11.9° relative to the disc transverse plane (i.e., the horizontal in
Fig.b), ranging from 0.6° to 47° (Fig.). Fibres angles varied linearly with the applied macroscopic strain (Fig. 2), with significant re-orientation towards the direction of the applied strain (Fig. 1, p < 0.001 between the angles at rest and at 5% strain). Angle variation with macroscopic strain varied linearly within an average RMSE of 0.26° (ranging between 0.05° and 1.2°).

### 3.2. Microscopic strain

The annulus ROIs showed three structural patterns, as illustrated in Fig.1. Six samples were classed in Group L, nine samples in Group B and three samples in Group F according to the imaged ROI. These features depended on the position of the ROI; regions belonging to different groups could be observed in the same sample.

Despite the structural differences, macroscopic and microscopic horizontal strains varied linearly (Fig. 3), with an average RMSE of 0.15% strain (ranging between 0.05% and 0.4%) between the data and their linear approximation. The slopes of these linear approximations did not vary between groups (H = 4.31, p = 0.12, Kruskal-Wallis test) and the average slope was 0.33 ± 0.43; i.e., microscopic horizontal strain increased by about a third of the applied macroscopic strain. A change of slope can be seen in several of the graphs, indicating that at some point during tension the rate of microscopic strain started decreasing.

Microscopic vertical strains were negative but much higher (Fig. 3), and had a linear variation with macroscopic horizontal strain (RMSE = 0.18% strain). The average slope was -1.1 ± 0.8, indicating that a macroscopic strain applied in a horizontal direction was associated with a similar vertical strain. No difference was observed between groups (H = 2.2, p = 0.33).

### 3.3. Inter-lamella and inter-bundle strains

Intra- and inter-lamella strain is shown in Fig. 4 against macroscopic strain, and compared to intra- and inter-bundle strains. These strains were calculated at 5% macroscopic strain in order to compare all samples under the same conditions. Indeed, the tests were stopped when the ROI rotated out of the imaging plane; for some samples
it happened at 5 % macroscopic strain. Intra-lamella and intra-bundle strain values were pooled because they represent the same strain in the bulk of the tissue and their difference was not significant (Wilcoxon test, U = 22, p = 0.58); average linear strain was 1.2 ± 0.8 % while shear strain was 2.1 ± 1.8°.

Samples in Group L (Fig.b, Additional Content 1) showed inter-lamella linear and shear strain of 3.4 ± 5.2 % and 2.0 ± 2.0°, respectively. Samples in Group B (Fig.c, Additional Content 2) showed inter-bundle linear and shear strain of 6.6 ± 6.7 % and 5.9 ± 6.0°, respectively. Samples in Group F appeared homogeneous so inter-bundle strain was not evaluated. Strain in the bulk of the tissue (intra-lamella and intra-bundle) was significantly lower than inter-bundle and inter-lamella strain (Wilcoxon test, U = 51, p = 0.01).

3.4. Typical examples

Additional Content 1 shows an example of the behaviour of Group L; the fibres of the top-right lamella have an initial angle of 8° with the horizontal (i.e., the direction of loading) which slightly increases to 9° during loading. This lamella strains by 6 % in the fibre direction. The orientation of the bottom-left lamella goes from 34° to 26°, while its length decreases by -2% in the fibre direction. The horizontal strain, aligned to the loading, is concentrated in the lamella appearing at the top of the image, while the lamella appearing at the bottom tended to shorten in this direction as well. In general, lamellae with small angles had a tendency to strain while those with larger angles tended to rotate and align with the strain, with small or even negative linear strains; confirming this, a negative correlation was observed between the magnitude of fibre angle at rest and intralamella strain at 5 % macroscopic strain (Spearman’s rho = -0.71, p = 0.004). The same correlation was significant in the Group B (Spearman’s rho = -0.52, p = 0.02).

No slipping or strain concentrations are visible at the junction between lamellae, neither in this sample nor in the other samples belonging to this group.

Fig. 3. Relationship between microscopic and macroscopic strain in the horizontal (i.e., the loading direction, solid lines) and vertical direction (dashed lines) in group L (lamellae), B (bundles) and F (homogeneous fibres). Same colour indicates same sample. Each curve could be approximated by a line with root mean squared errors between 0.05 and 0.4 % strain. A decrease in microscopic strain rate can be observed in some samples, but it did not correspond to significant changes in the samples (i.e., no clear ruptures were observed). Colours reflect samples in Fig. 2.
Additional Content 2 illustrates the behaviour of Group B; the animation shows horizontal straining between rest and 5% macroscopic strain. The slipping between bundles is very apparent, as is the stress concentration in the inter-bundle space. The vertical strain in the inter-bundle space is negative, as is evident from the grid representation where both bundles move vertically towards each other.

The fibres angles of the two bundles rotate from 36° and 37° to 32° and 31°, respectively, thus remaining practically parallel. Indeed, lamellae from the same sample had an average difference in orientation of 38 ± 15°, while bundles from the same sample were parallel with an initial difference in orientation of 2 ± 2°. The angle between lamellae changed by 3° in average, at 5% strain, while angles between bundles changed by 0.6°, confirming that parallel bundles tend to remain parallel while lamellae can vary their respective angle.

4. Discussion

The aim of the present work was to obtain information on the local strain field of the outer annulus, and in particular to quantify the inter-lamella and inter-bundle mechanical behaviour. Tissue behaviour was quantified with high resolution image tracking (between 12.8 and 28.8 µm²), and the interaction between lamellae and fibre bundles was investigated. The applied loading did not aim at reproducing a physiological loading of the disc, but at obtaining large homogeneous strains of the outer annulus.

One limitation of the present study is the use of young animal samples; aging and inter-species differences can affect disc micromechanics. However, the normal bovine disc is of interest in its own right since it is often used as a model for human discs because of its size and mechanical behaviour [14, 26, 27]. A second limitation is that the viscoelastic behaviour of the tissue was neglected. The delay between a strain step and image acquisition was relatively small (50 seconds in average); it...
was not possible to wait for the tissue to stabilize at each step, because preliminary measurements showed that load relaxation continued for at least 1 hour after a strain step.

Samples did not fail even with macroscopic strains of up to 28%. This is consistent with previous studies where human annulus samples failed at 65% strain [28]. Another study reports smaller failure values (10 - 20%, [29]), but the samples tested in that work were cut in dumbbell shapes, thus probably altering the continuity of the fibres and therefore weakening the tissue.

The microscopic fibre strains (1.2%, ranging from 0.1 to 3.4%) obtained at 5% macroscopic strain were actually smaller than the maximal strains observed in vitro in human functional units during different types of complex loading [2]. That the microscopic strain is smaller than the macroscopic applied strain is due to the inhomogeneous character of the annulus [14]; the macroscopic strains result from the summation of complex interactions between bundles and lamellae. However, the macroscopic strains in this work were directly measured from the displacement of the micromanipulation stages; the actual strain applied to the free part of the annulus ring was therefore overestimated, because of the compression of the portion of the tissue in contact with the vertical flat hooks (Fig.). Moreover, the outer annulus ring, i.e., the site of the microscopic imaging, was less strained than the inner portion because of the loading technique.

Orientation of fibres within lamellae was between ~0° and 47° in magnitude. While lamellae with an almost horizontal orientations are not commonly described in the literature, the maximal and average values are consistent with previous works on human and ovine discs [13, 30]. Preparation of the sample aimed at leaving the annulus multi-layered structure as intact as possible, but it is possible that a decrease in fibre angle was due to the removal of the endplates, which allowed a rotation of the lamellae towards the disc mid-plane. The removal of the endplates also allowed large transverse shrinkage of the sample under loading. However, the free boundary condition given by the endplate removal allowed testing the annulus as a material, i.e., its behaviour independent of the structural constraints imposed on it as part of the spinal function unit.

Michalek et al. [31] previously reported that inter-lamella shearing strain was mainly due to skewing rather than sliding. This is corroborated by our results, since inter-lamella shear strain was similar to intra-lamella, and no sliding was observed between lamellae, thus confirming a strong inter-lamella cohesion [32, 33]. Indeed, it has been previously shown that inter-lamella shear resistance confers compressive stiffness to the disc [26].

Inter-lamella linear strain was almost 3 times higher than the intra-lamella one. This is due to two phenomena: the lamellae getting closer or further away from each other due to the changes in their fibre alignment, and the fibre bundles being pulled apart or closer to each other. Previous work by Mengoni et al. [34] reported an inter-lamella stiffness higher than intra-lamella. Those authors, however, applied a very specific loading to a thin radial slice of annulus whereas in this case the composite-like structure of the annulus was not compromised.

Inter-bundle linear and shear strain were much higher than intra-bundle strains (5.5 and 2.8 times higher, respectively); large slipping was observed between bundles, accounting for these strains. This was previously inferred from using cell displacement as a strain marker [14, 15], obtaining similar strain magnitudes, and led to the proposal that inter-bundle slipping is the main component of strain within a lamella. Bruehlmann et al., however, concluded that intra-lamella cells are
relatively shielded from strains; our results suggest that cells in the inter-bundle space could actually be subjected to high shear.

Bundles within a lamella tended to remain parallel whilst sliding and rotating (Additional Content 2). This can explain the negative inter-cellular strains previously observed [14]: sliding between bundles can actually push those cells in the inter-bundle space cells closer to each other. The sliding also allows the reorientation of the lamella with relatively small intra-bundle strain. This is consistent with the three-dimensional inter-bundle connectivity described by Pezowicz et al. [32] and Yu et al. [1]; it seems that the mechanical role of the elastic inter-bundle connection is to allow them this mobility. Such mobility could be reduced with the increase in number and stiffness of elastin cross-bridges and bundles interconnections which occurs with aging [33, 35].

5. Conclusion

This work investigated the complex microscopic mechanical behaviour of the outer annulus. The resulting data can be used to develop and validate multiscale models of the intervertebral disc, and to develop better adapted scaffolds for annulus repair. In particular, our results confirm that lamellae, which are often modelled as a fibre-reinforced homogeneous matrix, are actually a complex composite formed up by bundles of fibres that slide relative to each other. This important result suggests that the attention should shift from inter-lamella mechanics to inter-bundle mechanics. It is therefore an immediate challenge to develop multiscale model able to accurately reproduce inter-lamella behaviour by implementing consistent inter-bundle linking.
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